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ABSTRACT

Taxi is one of the most common public transport, predicting
taxi demand precisely within an area is of great significance
for improving efficiency of traffic. Taxi demand is spatial-
temporal data, and highly influenced by many external fac-
tors, such as time, weather. So there are two main problems
on taxi demand prediction: the one is that modeling both
spatial and temporal non-linear correlations is not easy, the
other is that real scenarios exist temporal but non-spatial side
information, which is hard to be fused with spatial-temporal
taxi demand. To handle the two problems, in this paper,we
propose a novel Side information fused Spatial-Temporal
Network(SideInfo-STNet) framework to model correlations
of time, space and side information. The framework has three
main components: Spatial-temporal Taxi Demand (transform-
ing raw taxi demand to taxi demand image sequences); Side
Information (transforming side information to time series
vectors); SideInfo-STLSTM (extending LSTM to has con-
volution structures and fusing side information into LSTM
gate units). By using SideInfo-STNet to conduct extensive
experiments on large-scale TLC trips of New York City, we
validate that our model outperforms traditional and deep
learning based models on taxi demand prediction.

CCS CONCEPTS

∙ Information systems → Data stream mining ; Location
based services.
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1 Introduction
Traffic ha s gr eat im pact on  the li fe of  mo dern ur ban people,
and the smooth traffic condition is  al so a ma jor embodiment
of the degree of civilization of a city.

Taxi is an important means of transportation, but because
of the uncertainty of demand distribution, it often leads to a
large number of vehicles and people can not effectively match.
In order to effectively s olve t his p roblem, we c an p redict the
demand of taxis in a region in advance, and then preallocate
taxis to reduce unnecessary energy loss and reduce traffic
congestion.

Taxi demand is spatial-temporal data, and highly influ-
enced by many side information (e.g. time, weather) [1, 2]. So
the two important issues of taxi demand prediction are: (1)
capturing the temporal and spatial correlations of demand
data adequately; (2) taking side information into considera-
tion efficiently.

Traditional methods such as autoregressive integrated mov-
ing average (ARIMA) and its variants [3–5], geographical-
ly weighted regression(GWR) and generalized linear mod-
el(GLM) [6] are widely applied for traffic prediction, but they
fail to adequately model complex spatial-temporal correla-
tions, and those handmade feature designs are tedious.

With the development of deep learning, convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) can effectively deal with s patial correla-
tions, it has made great achievements in the field of computer
vision [7]. Recent studies consider the traffic of  the city as  an
image and the traffic flow as pix el val ue, the n use  CNN  to
capture the spatial correlations of traffic data [8 , 9]. Recur-
rent neural network (RNN) is designed to deal with temporal
correlations, a number of RNN-based models have been used
to capture the temporal correlations of traffic da ta, in  study
[10] a RNN-based model is apply to predict passenger wait
time. LSTM [11] is a special form of RNN, which introduces
gate units to control the flow o f i nformation, s o i t i s more
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suitable for handling long-term dependencies of taxi demand 
[12, 13].

Recently, a number of studies try to model both spatial 
and temporal correlations. A line of studies use CNN on 
spatial taxi demand to get feature vectors, then feed the 
vectors to a sequential model such as LSTM. Representative-
ly, DMVST-Net [14] uses Local CNN and LSTM to capture 
the complex nonlinear correlations of space and time, the 
studies [9, 15] divide demand to many stages according to the 
time, and use CNN to extract features on each stage data, 
then a fusion layer used to concatenate those stage features. 
another line of studies incorporate CNN into the LSTM cells. 
The study [16] proposes ConvLSTM, which replaces linear 
layers with convolutional structures in LSTM, the D-GAN 
[17] has apply ConvLSTM to simultaneously extract spatial 
and temporal features of taxi demand data.

Travel plans are often affected b y e xternal f actors (e.g. 
time and weather), therefore the factors have substantial 
impact on the taxi demand in city, we regard those factors 
as side information of taxi demand prediction problem. The 
studies [14, 15, 17] use spatial-temporal models to encode 
demand data to vectors, and use another models to extract 
side information feature vectors, then fuse the demand data 
with side information by concatenating the two vectors, the 
fusion method is straightforward. However, multimodal re-
searchs [18–20] show that explicitly modeling the correlation 
between different information (sharing weights across time 
steps and sharing weights across modalities) can significantly 
improve the prediction accuracy and robustness of model. 
Similarly, we think the correlations between side information 
and spatial-temporal taxi demand are subtle, the predict 
accuracy must be influenced by the fusion method.

To discover temporal and spatial correlations of taxi de-
mand adequately and fuse side information into model effi-
ciently, we propose a novel Side information fused Spatial-
Temporal Network (SideInfo-STNet) framework, and conduct 
extensive experiments to compare our proposed model with 
competing methods, the result show SideInfo-STNet outper-
forms those methods. Our main contributions are as follows.

∙ We propose an end-to-end deep-learning-based frame-
work (SideInfo-STNet), in which a noval LSTM struc-
ture called SideInfo-STLSTM can model spatial-temporal
correlations of taxi demand and fuse side information
with taxi demand in a subtle way.
∙ We compare the taxi demand patterns under different
circumstances (e.g. time,weather), and prove that dif-
ferent side information has substantial impact on taxi
demand.
∙ We validate the proposed framework by conducting
extensive experiments on large-scale TLC trips of New
York City, the results show the advantages of SideInfo-
STNet compared with competing methods.

2 Preliminaries
The purpose of taxi demand prediction is to use the previously
observed demand sequences and side information in the area

to predict the taxi demand of next timestamp. In this section,
we present some formal definitions of taxi demand prediction
problem.

2.1 Spatial-Temporal Taxi Demand

The taxi demand is defined as the number of taxi requests
in certain area per time point, we split the area into 𝑁 ×𝑁
grids by latitude and longitude, and split one day into 𝑀
time intervals 𝑇 = [𝑡1, 𝑡2, ..., 𝑡𝑀 ]. We define the taxi demand
in certain area and certain time interval 𝑡 as 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ,
whose size is 𝑁 ×𝑁 and its pixel values are the sum of total
demand in each grid within interval 𝑡. We arrange the spatial
taxi demand in the order of time, then we get the spatial-
temporal taxi demand 𝑋 = [𝑖𝑚𝑔1, 𝑖𝑚𝑔2, ...𝑖𝑚𝑔𝐿], where 𝐿 is
the length of dataset.

2.2 Side Information

Side Information can make the encoding length of source
information shorter, which means the fusion of side infor-
mation can improve the model a lot. External factors that
affect travel plans must have substantial impact on taxi de-
mand, so we define external factors (e.g. time has periodicity
impact on human activities; weather has impact on travel
plans) as the side information for taxi demand prediction.
The side information in time interval 𝑡 is defined as 𝑠𝑡, we
also arrange the side information along the timeline, then we
get 𝑆 = [𝑠1, 𝑠2, ...𝑠𝐿].

2.3 Taxi Demand Prediction Problem

The taxi demand prediction problem aims to predict the
demand at time interval 𝑡, given the 𝑙 frame historical spatial-
temporal taxi demand 𝑋𝑡 = {𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−𝑙, 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−𝑙+1, ..., 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−1}
and corresponding side information 𝑆𝑡 = {𝑠𝑡−𝑙, 𝑠𝑡−𝑙+1, ..., 𝑠𝑡−1}.
The formula can be written as 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡 = Φ

(︀
𝑋𝑡, 𝑆𝑡

)︀
.

3 Methodology
In this section, we formally introduce the overall framework of
SideInfo-STNet as shown in Fig. 1, including its components
and algorithms.

Table 1: Side Information Structure

side information range levels divide points

dow [1,7] 7 1,2,3,4,5,6

hod [0,23] 24 0,1,2,...,22

ws(𝑚/𝑠) [0,25] 6 2,4,6,8,10

temperature(∘𝐹 ) [-1,94] 5 20,40,60,80

3.1 SideInfo-STNet components

SideInfo-STNet has three main components: Spatial-temporal
Taxi Demand; Side Information; SideInfo-STLSTM.

Spatial-temporal Taxi Demand: The size of city is
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Figure 1: The framework of SideInfo-STNet. part.a transforms raw taxi demand to taxi demand image se-
quences by definition of spatial-temporal taxi demand; part.b extends LSTM to has convolution structures and
fuses side information into LSTM gate units; part.c transforms side information to time series vectors by def-
inition of side information; Finally, rectified linear unit(ReLU) is used after the last cell of SideInfo-STLSTM
to scale the taxi demand image for prediction.

usually very large, and the taxi demand can vary drasti-
cally in different regions, so predicting the city-scale taxi
demand as a whole is difficult. We need to divide the city in-
to grids and predicting taxi demand for each of them, smaller
granularity means more effective prediction. As we all know,
taxi-dispatching is a slow process, there are obvious correla-
tions between the taxi demands of adjacent time. To capture
correlations of space and time, we construct spatial-temporal
taxi demand in the form of definition of spatial-temporal taxi
demand.

Side Information: According to definition of side in-
formation, time and weather have great influence on taxi
demand. We choose day-of-week(dow), hour-of-day(hod) as
important side information of time, and wind-speed(ws),
temperature as important side information of weather. We
divide those side information into different levels as shown
in Table. 1. To illustrate the influence of those four factors
on taxi demand, we count the grid numbers belong to dif-
ferent demand levels under all circumstances of those four
side information, and select the levels from 16 to +∞ (the
reasons will be explained later) to show the influence of side
information. For a more intuitive understanding, average taxi
demand images under particular circumstances are calcu-
lated: dow(Mon, Thur, Sun); hod(3, 8, 18); ws(0, 10, 25);
temperature(1, 40, 90) as shown in Fig. 2. By comparing

dow-Mon with dow-Sun and hod-3 with hod-8, we note that
those taxi demand patterns have notable differences, mainly
because time factors (dow, hod) have periodicity impact on
human activities, weekend and commuting time will lead
to huger taxi demand. By comparing ws-10 with ws-25 and
temperature-1 with temperature-40, we note that weather
also has impact on taxi demand patterns. Because extreme
weathers frustrate people’s hopes of going out, taxi demand
is smaller under extreme weathers. Beyond that, the side in-
formation mainly acts on the grids of high demand levels, we
think it is because some areas of the city have very few peo-
ple live in, no matter how side information changes, the taxi
demand will still in very low value (approximately equal to 0).

SideInfo-STLSTM: The SideInfo fused Spatial-temporal
LSTM (SideInfo-STLSTM) structure is shown as Fig. 3, and
can be illustrated by Formula. 1. The memory cell 𝑐𝑡 acts
as an accumulator for states; the input gate 𝑖𝑡 determines
which information should be retained to update 𝑐𝑡; the forget
gate 𝑓 𝑡 determines which information should be discard or
be weakened; the output gate 𝑜𝑡 determines which feature
should be flow to hidden state ℎ𝑡. The input taxi demand
𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡, memory cell 𝑐𝑡, hidden state ℎ𝑡 are all 2D spatial ten-
sors, and the side information 𝑠𝑡 is 1D ont-hot tensor.
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(a) influence of dow (b) dow-Mon (c) dow-Thur (d) dow-Sun

(e) influence of hod (f) hod-3 (g) hod-8 (h) hod-18

(i) influence of ws (j) ws-0 (k) ws-10 (l) ws-25

(m) influence of temperature (n) temperature-1 (o) temperature-40 (p) temperature-90

Figure 2: influence of side information on taxi demand: (a), (e), (i), (m) illustrate the influence of side
information on grid numbers belong to different demand levels; the other pictures show the average taxi
demand under different circumstances.

We fuse the side information with taxi demand by Fusion-
Sigmoid in 𝑖𝑡, 𝑓 𝑡, 𝑜𝑡 shown in Formula. 1. In Fusion-Sigmoid,
taxi demand 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡, hidden state ℎ𝑡 and side information 𝑠𝑡

are all connected with 2D gate units, where the * denotes
convolution operator, the ∘ denotes Hadamard product and
⊕ denotes that the element after ⊕ will be expanded to the
same shape as the element before ⊕, then return the sum of
the two elements.

By SideInfo-STLSTM, we can capture the spatial and tem-
poral correlations simultaneously, and fuse side information

with taxi demand in a subtle way.

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎
(︀
𝑊𝑥𝑖 * 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡 +𝑊ℎ𝑖 * ℎ𝑡−1 ⊕𝑊𝑠𝑖 ∘ 𝑠𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖

)︀
𝑓 𝑡 = 𝜎

(︀
𝑊𝑥𝑓 * 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡 +𝑊ℎ𝑓 * ℎ𝑡−1 ⊕𝑊𝑠𝑓 ∘ 𝑠𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓

)︀
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎

(︀
𝑊𝑥𝑜 * 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡 +𝑊ℎ𝑜 * ℎ𝑡−1 ⊕𝑊𝑠𝑜 ∘ 𝑠𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜

)︀
𝑔𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ

(︀
𝑊𝑥𝑔 * 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡 +𝑊ℎ𝑔 * ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑔

)︀
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓 𝑡 ∘ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ∘ 𝑔𝑡

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ∘ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑐𝑡)

(1)
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Figure 3: Structure of SideInfo-STLSTM

3.2 Prediction Component

The output of SideInfo-STLSTM is a 2D image, whose pixel
values range from -1 to 1, we use rectified linear unit(ReLU)
[21] after the last cell of SideInfo-STLSTM to scale the output
to [0, 1] as the taxi demand values will be normalized. Finally,
we get the prediction (taxi demand image).

3.3 Trainning Algorithm

Algorithm. 1 shows the training process of SideInfo-STNet.
Firstly, we construct the spatial-temporal taxi demand se-
quence and side information sequence according to the length
of historical observations and the frame we need to predict.
Then, the parameters of our model is optimized by mini-
mizing the loss function in the form of mini-batch. The loss
function used in this paper is Mean Squared Error (MSE):

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

∧
∑︁
𝑝∈∧

( ˆ𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝 − 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝)
2

(2)

where ˆ𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝, 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝 are the true value and predicted value
of taxi demand in grid 𝑝, ∧ is grids of spatial-temporal taxi
demand.

Algorithm 1 Training of SideInfo-STNet

Input: length of historical observations: l; spatial-temporal
taxi demand: {𝑖𝑚𝑔1, ..., 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝐿}; side information:
{𝑠1, ..., 𝑠𝐿};

Output: taxi demand prediction 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡

1: 𝐷 ← ∅
2: for 𝑡 = 𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝐿 do
3: 𝑋𝑡 = {𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−𝑙, 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−𝑙+1, ..., 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡−1}
4: 𝑆𝑡 = {𝑠𝑡−𝑙, 𝑠𝑡−𝑙+1, ..., 𝑠𝑡−1}
5: add ({𝑋𝑡, 𝑆𝑡}, {𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑡}) into 𝐷
6: end for
7: repeat
8: Randomly select a batch 𝐷𝑏 from 𝐷;
9: Optimize parameters of model by minimizing the loss

function
10: until stopping criteria is met;

4 Experiments
4.1 Preprocessing and Parameters
The taxi demand dataset used in this paper is collected and 
provided by the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC)
[22], which contains taxi demand data from 01/01/2009 to 
06/30/2019. Due to the lack of accurate position informa-
tion, we truncate the data from 08/01/2013 to 06/30/2016. 
According to the definition o f  s patial-temporal t axi demand, 
the raw data is transformed into 64 × 64 2D images, the size 
of each grid of image is approximately 1𝑘𝑚 × 1𝑘𝑚, the pixel 
values range from 0 to 1549, we use the Min-Max normal-
ization method to scale the pixel values into the range [0, 1]. 
And we divide one day into 24 time levels, which means one 
hour is a level. The shape of all spatial-temporal taxi demand 
is 25560 × 64 × 64. Then we divide the data into train set, 
validation set and test set in the ratio of 5:3:2.

For side information we extract hour-of-day (hod), day-
of-week (dow) from raw taxi requests as side information of 
time, then we find t h e l o cal c l imatological d a ta f o r NYC, 
extract wind speed(ws) and temperature as side information 
of weather. According to definition o f s ide i nformation, we 
process those information into tensors, whose shapes are 
25560 × (24, 7, 6, 5). similarly, the side information is divided 
in the ratio of 5:3:2.

In experiment,we use PyTorch [23] to build our model, the 
length of historical observations is 23, the batch size is 8, 
𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑚 is selected as optimizer, whose learning rate is initial-
ized as 0.001, and the learning rate will be multiplied by 0.9 
per epoch. we select 𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑟 as initial method for all trainable 
parameters of our model. In SideInfo-STLSTM, the hidden 
dimension is 3, and corresponding sizes are (64, 64, 1), the 
convolution kernel size is 3 × 3. For the sake of fairness, all 
models mentioned in this paper use the same epoch number 
50.

4.2 Evaluation Metric
In spatial-temporal taxi demand, most grid values in our 
spatial-temporal taxi demand are 0 or approximately equal 
to 0, so the taxi demand can be described as hyperimbalanced 
data. To illustrate the result of models on different demand 
levels, we divide taxi demand into 11 levels, then group grids 
in the same demand level, MAE is used in each level to 
measure the prediction accuracy, we call the indicator as 
Sliced MAE, which can be written as Formula. 3. Finally, we 
use MAE together with Sliced MAE to compare performance 
of different models.

𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖 =
1

∧𝑖

∑︁
𝑝∈∧𝑖

| ˆ𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝 − 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝| (3)

where ˆ𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝, 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑝 are the true value and predicted value
of taxi demand in grid 𝑝, ∧𝑖 is grids of spatial-temporal taxi
demand in each demand level.
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Table 2: Comparison of Different Models

Models∖levels [-∞,1) [1,2) [2,4) [4,8) [8,16) [16,32) [32,64) [64,128) [128,256) [256,512) [512,+∞) MAE

HA 0.108 0.832 1.556 2.810 4.810 9.006 15.207 22.413 31.190 48.609 62.130 1.207

FC-LSTM 0.006 1.042 2.354 4.342 6.455 8.939 12.592 19.873 30.111 50.805 108.687 1.131

ConvLSTM 0.065 0.957 1.631 2.479 3.591 5.615 8.478 12.202 18.565 34.554 58.306 0.764

ST-ResNet 0.078 0.881 1.519 2.440 3.649 5.680 8.418 12.294 19.243 35.554 62.687 0.779

DMVST 0.107 0.803 1.416 2.336 3.615 5.953 9.264 13.303 20.302 38.589 62.544 0.837

SideInfo-STNet 0.064 0.940 1.604 2.417 3.541 5.544 8.277 12.061 18.126 33.614 57.501 0.750

Table 3: Comparison of Variants of SideInfo-STNet

Models∖levels [-∞,1) [1,2) [2,4) [4,8) [8,16) [16,32) [32,64) [64,128) [128,256) [256,512) [512,+∞) MAE

ConvLSTM 0.065 0.957 1.631 2.479 3.591 5.615 8.478 12.202 18.565 34.554 58.306 0.764

SideInfo-STNet-with-dow 0.064 0.940 1.604 2.417 3.541 5.544 8.277 12.061 18.126 33.614 57.501 0.750

SideInfo-STNet-with-hod 0.053 0.958 1.639 2.460 3.540 5.447 8.233 11.971 18.362 34.359 57.062 0.743

SideInfo-STNet-with-ws 0.056 0.955 1.631 2.467 3.573 5.633 8.393 12.183 18.696 34.428 56.889 0.755

SideInfo-STNet-with-temperature 0.059 0.962 1.616 2.414 3.557 5.570 8.351 12.027 18.471 34.645 58.118 0.750

SideInfo-STNet-with-all 0.058 0.950 1.632 2.449 3.516 5.407 8.156 11.954 18.121 32.844 56.241 0.741

4.3 Performance Comparison

To illustrate the advantages of SideInfo-STNet, we compare
it with competing methods, including the state of the art.
The settings of those models are as follows:

∙ Historical Average(HA): HA predicts the taxi de-
mand by computing the average value of historical taxi
demand in the same timeslot and position, for exam-
ple, the taxi demand at 6:00am-7:00am on Monday in
grid [0, 0] is predicted as the average value of all taxi
demand at 6:00am-7:00am on Monday in grid [0, 0] in
train dataset.
∙ Fully Connected LSTM(FC-LSTM): FC-LSTM
is a well-known model for time series prediction, we set
the hidden state dimensions as 1024,1024,4096, then
use linear layer to generate the output whose shape is
64× 64.
∙ Convolutional LSTM(ConvLSTM): ConvLSTM
[16] extends the FC-LSTM to have convolutional struc-
tures, it is widely used in spatial-temporal data pre-
diction. we set the hidden state dimensions as 64, 64,
1.
∙ ST-ResNet: ST-ResNet [15] uses the residual neu-
ral network framework to model the different spatial-
temporal correlations of traffic. We set 𝑙𝑐 = 𝑙𝑝 = 𝑙𝑞 = 3,
𝑝 and 𝑞 mean one-day and one-week, the residual-unit
layer number is 4.

∙ DMVST: DMVST [14] apply CNN, LSTM to model
spatial-temporal correlation, and graph embedding is
used in semantic view. We set number of local CNN
layer as 3.
∙ SideInfo-STNet: SideInfo-STNet is proposed model
in this paper.

For fair comparisons, the common settings of all other models
(e.g. taxi demand dimensions, epoch, optimizer) are the same
as our proposed model and dow is selected as side information
used in ST-ResNet, DMVST, SideInfo-STNet.

Table. 2 shows the result of comparison. HA and FC-LSTM
have no ability to capture spatial-temporal correlations, so
they perform poorly. Especially FC-LSTM can not distin-
guish different regions, so it suffers from the hyperimbalance
of taxi demand, the most grids of taxi demand prediction
is approximately equal to 0, then FC-LSTM achieves the
meaningless lowest Sliced MAE in [−∞, 1]. The ConvLSTM
models spatial and temporal correlations simultaneously, it
achieves better performance. ST-ResNet and DMVST model
spatial and temporal correlations and fuse dow with taxi
demand, they also obtain good results, and DMVST achieves
the lowest Sliced MAE in [1, 2), [2, 4), [4, 8) levels. But in high
demand levels it gets worse result than ConvLSTM. As we
illustrated before, side information has substantial impact on
taxi demand, Especially in regions with huge taxi demand,
our proposed SideInfo-STNet models correlations of space,
time and side information simultaneously. Consequently it
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achieves the lowest MAE in most levels, especially those
high demand levels. In MAE column, SideInfo-STNet also
achieves the lowest value. The result shows that our proposed
SideInfo-STNet outperforms other competing methods.

If we remove side information, our proposed SideInfo-
STNet will degenerate to ConvLSTM (i.e. SideInfo-STNet-
with-none). To show the improvement of accuracy caused
by fusion of side information, we compare following variants
of SideInfo-STNet with ConvLSTM, The result of compar-
ison is shown in Table. 3. The result show that dow, hod,
ws and temperature all have positive impact on taxi de-
mand prediction, and the best model can be constructed
by integrating the four factors into SideInfo-STNet called
SideInfo-STNet-with-all.

∙ SideInfo-STNet-with-dow: SideInfo-STNet + spatial-
temporal taxi demand + dow.
∙ SideInfo-STNet-with-hod: SideInfo-STNet + spatial-
temporal taxi demand + hod.
∙ SideInfo-STNet-with-ws: SideInfo-STNet + spatial-
temporal taxi demand + ws.
∙ SideInfo-STNet-with-temperature: SideInfo-STNet
+ spatial-temporal taxi demand + temperature.
∙ SideInfo-STNet-with-all: SideInfo-STNet + spatial-
temporal taxi demand + dow + hod + ws + tempera-
ture.

For the purpose of keeping the results clear and tidy, we do
not show all the experiments we have done here, but all the
comparisons with SideInfo-STNet show that SideInfo-STNet
outperforms other competing methods in MAE and Sliced
MAE in all high demand levels, despite minor shortcomings in
low demand levels. As overlooking the samples with demand
values less than 10 is a common practice used in taxi industry
[14]. The effect o f t his m inor i mperfection i n l ow demand
levels is quiet small. SideInfo-STNet is verified to have strong
power on taxi demand prediction task.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a noval deep-learning model named
SideInfo-STNet, which can adequately learn the complex
spatial-temporal correlations simultaneously, and effectively
fuse side information into the model. Then we validate our
model on large-scale TLC trips of New York City. By carrying
out experiments on large scale TLC trips with 5 models, we
prove that our model is more applicable for taxi demand
prediction with side information, especially in regions with
huge taxi demand. In the future, we will take more side
information (e.g. POI, traffic ac cident) in to consideration,
and apply SideInfo-STNet to more complex spatial-temporal
prediction problems such as game state evaluation, regional
rainfall prediction, visual tracker.
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